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Abstract—Model checking of parallel programs under relaxed memory models has been so far limited to the verification
of safety properties. Tools have been developed to automatically
synthesise correct placement of synchronisation primitives to
reinstate the sequential consistency. However, in practice it is
not the sequential consistency that is demanded, but the correctness of the program with respect to its specification. In this
paper, we introduce a new explicit-state Linear Temporal Logic
model checking procedure that allows for full LTL verification
of programs under approximated Total Store Order memory
model. We also present a workflow of automated procedure
to place the synchronisation primitives into the system under
inspection to make it satisfy the given specification under the
approximated memory model. Our experimental evaluation has
been conducted within DiVinE – our parallel and distributedmemory LTL model checker.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Model checking [1], [2] as an automated formal verification method, allows for verification of safety and liveness
properties of concurrent programs. The model checking
procedure requires the description of the concurrent program
to be provided in some appropriate modelling language with
a clear formal semantics. Unfortunately, most modelling
languages were designed to merely mimic the principles
of the underlying computation machine, and therefore they
lack syntactic and semantic constructs to express low-level
details of computation, the memory model of the hardware
architecture, for example.
As regards the memory model, existing modelling languages such as the ProMeLa language used in the SPIN
model checker [3] or DVE modelling language as used by
D IVIN E [4], verify concurrent programs under the traditional
Sequential Consistency (SC) memory model [5]. Under this
memory model any write or read to or from a shared variable
is instantaneous and immediately visible to all concurrently
executed processes. However, this behaviour is not realistic
at all. In contemporary hardware architectures, the individual
computation cores implement a relaxed memory model, in
which the moment of visibility of an update to a shared
memory variable may be postponed or even reordered with
the visibility times of other updates to different memory
locations. Moreover, the precise behaviour in respect to the

delayed memory updates differs between the processors of
different vendors. To cope with this rather complex situation
theoretical models have been introduced to cover as much
instances of different relaxed memory behaviour as possible.
The most currently used models are the Total Store Order
(TSO) [6], Partial Store Order (PSO) [6], or x86-TSO
which is a Total Store Order enriched with interlocking
instructions [7].
To protect from inconsistencies due to the reordered
or delayed memory writes in the relaxed memory model
architectures, specific low-level hardware mechanisms were
introduced. The most used mechanism is a memory barrier
instruction that makes sure that all the changes done prior
to the barrier instruction are visible to all the processors before any other instruction listed after the barrier
is executed. Other mechanisms include locked and atomic
instructions that are used to make small but instant and
globally visible updates to memory. Examples of these
include hardware supported instructions for compare-andswap, or fetch-and-add. With these low-level means for
memory synchronisation the sequential consistency may be
reinstated. Nevertheless, the use of these instructions comes
with quite a significant penalty in terms of performance.
Therefore, to achieve the correctness and performance at the
same time, an appropriate algorithmic tooling is needed to
synthesise minimal but correct placement of the necessary
synchronisation primitives [7], [8].
When analysing a program under a relaxed memory
model, multiple write buffers are used to simulate delayed
writes to the shared memory. In theory, no bound may be
laid on the size of these buffers. Therefore, if a finite state
program is instrumented with the buffering mechanism to
mimic, e.g., the TSO relaxed memory model, the number
of states in the corresponding state space graph becomes
infinite. It has been proved that for such instrumented
programs the problem of reachability of a particular system
configuration is decidable, while the problem of repeated
reachability of a given system configuration is not [9]. As a
result, the state space exploration techniques incorporating
the full TSO memory mechanics are limited to reachability
analysis and have to deal with the unbounded buffers.

In this paper, we suggest a method that allows for model
checking of parallel programs running on a relaxed memory
model architecture with respect to the properties formalised
as Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae. Since the problem of checking validity of an LTL formula on a program
with relaxed memory model is generally undecidable, we
introduce a mechanism to under-approximate the TSO memory model. Our approach allows for detection of most errors
related to relaxed memory model behaviour, and at the same
time, it does not require the usage of unbounded buffers. The
bound on the size of buffers makes the LTL model checking
problem decidable as the state space graph under investigation remains finite. This fact allows the new memory model
scheme to be fully incorporated into an existing explicitstate model checkers. In particular, we show how the new
memory model can be inserted in a high-level description of
the system written in the DVE modelling language — the
native language of the DiVinE model checker. This allows
us to employ the DiVinE model checker to verify parallel programs under a relaxed memory model architecture
against the full LTL specification. Furthermore, we describe
a scheme to extend an existing model checker, DiVinE in our
case, with the procedure to synthesise a correct placement
of synchronisation primitives (atomic/interlocked writes in
our case).
We emphasize that our procedure reinstates the correctness of the program under the approximated memory model
behaviour with respect to the given LTL specification. Note
that the minimal placement of synchronisation primitives
may vary depending on the particular LTL formulae that are
used to describe the behaviour of the program. Therefore,
no existing methods or tools used to reinstate the sequential
consistency that does not take the specification of the program into consideration may solve the problem we address.
The main contributions of our approach are as follows.
First, to establish the correctness with respect to the LTL
specification does not necessary require to use all the synchronisation primitives that would be needed in order to
establish the sequential consistency. This results in much
better computation performance of the program on a target
platform. Second, our approach works with a high-level
modelling language which allows the program designer to
better understand where and why memory synchronisation
primitives must be inserted in order to preserve the correctness of the program. Some other approaches are applicable at
much lower level of the program specification (e.g. assembly
language) where the position of synchronisation primitives
might be obfuscated by compiler optimisations, hence with
a limited feedback to the designer. And finally, since our
approach to the verification does not require any extensions
to the D IVIN E modelling language, we are immediately
equipped with the Partial Order Reduction technique [10]
and distributed-memory processing as provided by the
D IVIN E model checker to fight the state space explosion

problem.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section II we
briefly summarise related work on verification of parallel
programs under relaxed memory models. In Section III we
introduce our new memory model and show how it can be
inserted into existing models written in the DVE modelling
language. The procedure we use to infer correct placement
of synchronisation primitives is described in Section IV. In
Section V we list concrete examples demonstrating our new
approach and we report on a small case study we did on
mutual exclusion protocols. Finally, we conclude the paper
and plot some future directions in Section VI.
II. R ELATED W ORK
The idea of using model checkers to verify programs
under weak or relaxed memory models has been discussed
first in connection with the explicit-state model checker
Murϕ [11]. The tool was used to generate all possible
outcomes of small assembly language multiprocessor programs in a given memory model [12]. This was achieved by
encoding of the memory model and program under analysis
in the Murϕ description language, which is an idea we intend
to follow in this paper.
A particular technique that incorporates TSO store buffers
into the model and uses finite automata to represent the
possibly infinite set of possible contents of these buffers
has been introduced in [13]. Since the state space explosion
problem is even worse with TSO buffers incorporated into
the model, authors of [13] extended their approach with a
partial-order reduction technique later on [7].
A different approach has been taken in [14] where the
algorithm to be analysed was transformed into a form where
the statements of the algorithm could be reordered according
to a particular weak memory ordering. The transformed
algorithm was then analysed using model-checking tool,
SPIN in that case.
A lot of research has been conducted to actually detect
deviation of an execution of the program on a relaxed memory model architecture from an execution with the sequential
consistency (SC). An SC deviation run-time monitor using
operational semantics [15] of TSO and PSO was introduced
in [16], where authors considered a concrete sequentially
consistent execution of the program and simulated it on the
operational model of TSO and PSO by buffering stores as
long as they generated the same trace as the SC execution. Another approach to detect discrepancies between a
sequential consistency execution and real executions relied
on axiomatic definition of memory models and (SAT-based)
bounded model checking [17].
The problem of relaxed memory model computation has
been addressed also in program analysis community. Given a
finite-state program, a safety specification and a description
of the memory model, the framework introduced in [18]
computes a set of ordering constraints that guarantee the

int x=0, y=0;
process A
{
state q0, q1, q2; init q0;
trans
q0->q1 { effect x = 1; },
q1->q2 { effect y = 1; };
}
process B
{
state q0, q1; init q0;
trans
q0->q1 { guard x == 1;
effect y = y*2; };
}
system async;
Figure 1. Parallel program as written in the D IVIN E modelling language.

correctness of the program under the memory model. The
computed constraints are maximally permissive: removing
any constraint from the solution would permit an execution
violating the specification. To address the undecidability of
the problem, an abstraction from precise memory models
has been considered by the BLENDER tool [19]. The
tool employs abstract interpretation to deliver an effective
verification procedure for programs running under relaxed
memory models.
Another program analysis tool, called OFFENCE, was
introduced to ensure program stability [8]. The problem
of relaxed memory model and correct placement of synchronisation primitives is also relevant for compiler community [20].
During the last decade numerous methods to deal with
the problem of correctness of programs under relaxed memory models have been introduced. However, to our best
knowledge none of them have been used in order to tune
the correctness of the program with respect to liveness
properties, LTL formulae in particular.
III. M IMICKING R ELAXED M EMORY M ODEL IN DVE
M ODELS
DVE is a native modelling language of parallel LTL model
checker DiVinE. The language presumes that a parallel
program to be verified is described as an asynchronous
composition of processes that may communicate via possibly buffered communication channels or shared-memory
variables. Individual processes are implemented as finite
state machines enriched with local variables. For every
DVE process, the set of process states, initial state, and the

set of transitions are explicitly enumerated. Transitions of
processes are decorated with guards – Boolean expressions
over local and global variables, effects – assignments to local
or global variables, and synchronisation primitives – CSPlike message passing operators. Arithmetic expressions are
built from both local and global variables using standard Clike operators for integer arithmetics. An example of a DVE
modelled program is given in Figure 1. Supposing that a
DVE model has been verified under sequential consistency,
our goal is to extend the model so that it mimics the behaviour under relaxed memory model and to check, whether
the relaxed memory behaviour violates the specification.
Theoretical models of TSO and PSO allow for a write to a
memory location to be arbitrarily delayed with respect to the
writes coming from other processors. This is modelled with
the help of a buffer data structure that is placed between
the processor and the memory bus. When a processor is
about to update a value on a concrete memory location,
it stores the value (and the location) in the processor-local
buffer. The value resides in the buffer until it is flushed out
and stored to the main memory. Should a value be read
from a particular memory location, the local buffer is first
checked for the latest value associated with the location. If
an update to the location is found in the buffer, the latest
updated value is used for the read operation, in the other
case the value stored in the globally visited memory location
is used instead. When simulating TSO memory model, all
writes coming from a single process proceed to the same
shared buffer. Since the buffer is First-In-First-Out structure,
writes to two different locations preserve their order. Note
that two consecutive writes to the same memory location
results in two records to be pushed to the buffer. As a
result the number of elements stored in the buffer may
in theory be unbounded. In PSO model the effects of two
consecutive writes to two different memory locations may
actually be seen by another process in the reverse order. This
can be effectively achieved if a separate buffer is introduced
for every memory location [15], which results in multiple
unbounded buffers.
In our approach we avoid the unbounded buffering situation by allowing only a single value per process to be
buffered for a particular memory location. In particular, if
the second write to the same memory location is issued
by a process while the previous update still resides in
the buffer, the second write operation waits until the first
write is flushed to the main memory. (Note that in this
setting the TSO FIFO queuing mechanism forces all write
operations issued by the same process prior the first write
to be flushed too.) This is inspired by a simple hardware
implementation of a relaxed memory buffering mechanism.
In practice, Content-Addressable Memory (CAM) modules
could be used to implement the delayed writes to the main
memory. Every CAM module implements an associative
array data structure (a mapping function) that for a given

key (memory location in this case) stores a single value.
Under this assumption, the total size of all buffers used by
a single process is bound by the size of the main memory.
Even though this is not exactly how the TSO memory model
works, it is a reasonable approximation of it. The bound on
the amount of buffered delayed writes efficiently recovers
the decidability of the LTL model checking problem, since
the state space of a finite program remains finite even after
the relaxed memory mechanism is included in the program.
To extend the description of the program in the D IVIN E
modelling language with the approximated TSO operational
semantics as explained above, we proceed as follows. We
enrich every process in the D IVIN E model of the program
to maintain a temporary variable for every memory location
accessed by the process, a validity indicator indicating
whether the temporary variable is currently in use or not
and a FIFO buffer maintaining the order of writes in
which they are executed. Under this setting, a write to
a memory location equals to an update to the temporary
variable, to the indicator and to the insertion of the memory
location identifier into the FIFO buffer. See Figure 2. A
read operation either reads the contents of the temporary
variable, or the value from the main memory depending
on the value of the validity indicator. The program under
verification is asynchronously executed in parallel with the
so called memory-model process that non-deterministically
writes the contents of temporary variables to the corresponding memory locations following the order as stored in the
FIFO buffer. Every such a write destroys the value of the
temporary variable, hence, sets the corresponding validity
indicator to false. Initially the validity indicators are set to
false.
When extending a DVE model M with the above described mechanism for mimicking the relaxed memory
model behaviour, we proceed as follows. Let G be the set
of all global variables in M, P be the set of all processes
of M and T be the set of all transitions of all processes in
P. We define a new set of global variables sb(g, p) for all
g ∈ G, p ∈ P that will serve as the temporary store buffers to
keep the values of delayed updates to the main memory. For
all g ∈ G, p ∈ P we also define i(g, p) Boolean variables
to be the validity indicators. Finally, for each process p
we define |G + 1|-element array queuep and two variables
headp and tailp . This triple together is used as a FIFO
buffer (implemented as circular buffer) for unique identifiers
of global variables. The purpose of queuep is to keep the
order of writes that are delayed in the store buffers. The
insertion of the relaxed memory model behaviour proceeds
at the level of individual transitions of the DVE model
M. Note that every transition t of a DVE model defines
two (possibly intersecting) sets of variables: the set R(t) of
global variables that are read by the transition t and the set
W (t) of global variables that are written by the transition t.
During the transformation, each transition of M is replaced

by 2n transitions where n is the number of read variables, i.e.
size of the set R(t). The newly defined transitions differ in
the places from where the values of the read variables are
taken from. Remember that a variable may be read either
from the temporary store buffer or from the main memory.
Formally, the transformation substitutes every transition t
of a process p with the set of transitions
{tA | A ⊆ R(t)},
where tA denotes the original transition t with the following
modifications:
1) Guard of t is extended with:
^
^
i(g, p) ∧
¬i(g, p)
g∈A

g6∈A

.
2) All occurrences of a variable g ∈ A in the guard expression and on the right-hand sides of all assignments
are substituted with sb(g, p).
3) Every occurrence of any variable g on the left-hand
side of an assignment is substituted with sb(g, p), new
assignment i(g, p) = true is added to the transition,
an unique identifier of the variable g is inserted into
queuep and the whole transition is conditioned by
¬i(g, p). This step is skipped if the write is marked
as atomic. In that case,
V the expression is kept intact,
only the condition h∈G,q∈P ¬i(h, q) is added to the
transition.
The particular role of the enumerated modifications are as
follows. Modification 1. guarantees that tA is enabled if and
only if t is enabled and the set A contains exactly those
global variables whose values have been recently updated by
the process p so they are still stored in the temporary store
buffers of p; 2. makes all reads from the global variables
in A to happen from the corresponding store buffer; and
finally 3. changes locations of all writes to be the temporary
store buffers rather than the main memory. An atomic write
changes the main memory directly. To ensure that an atomic
write is not reordered with some previous writes we require
all store buffers of all processes to be empty before writing
atomicaly to the main memory. (Note that later on we
introduce a mechanism to make selected memory writes
instant and atomic.) Note that queuep can never be full
because it contains at most one identifier of each variable at
a moment.
Another step in the transformation is the addition of
the memory-model process (process MM). The memorymodel process non-deterministically chooses an occupied
temporary store buffer for a variable g and a process p
and updates the main memory instance of the variable
invalidating at the same time the content of the temporary
variable. This update can be performed only when the first
element in the queuep is the identifier of the variable g.
After the memory-model process writes the content of the

Figure 2. Approximated TSO memory model scheme: sb(X, Y ) denotes the auxiliary variable for the process X and memory location Y , i(X, Y )
denotes the validity indicator for that variable. Each process is also equipped with a FIFO structure to capture the order of memory updates that were
issued by the process, but not yet flushed to the main memory.

temporary store buffer to the variable g, it removes the top
element of queuep .
An example of a DVE model and the corresponding
transformation is given in Figure 1 and Figure 4, respectively. Note that the transformed model as listed in Figure 4
contains additional assignments to the temporary store buffer
variables in the memory-model process. Setting unused store
buffer variables to zero when they are invalidated generally
helps the model checking procedure to avoid exploration of
different but otherwise equivalent states.
To complete the transformation it remains to address
the problem of permanent delay of a write to a global
variable [6], [21]. In our approach, we let the memory-model
process to run asynchronously, which, in the case of cyclic
programs, may cause the permanent delay problem. What
we are in need of is some fair behaviour of the memorymodel process to ensures that every write to a temporary
store buffer variable is eventually followed by a memorymodel process action that takes the value of the temporary
variable and stores it in the main memory. We suggest to
address this problem by enriching the specification to be
verified by a model checker. In particular, should the model
checker verify validity of a formula ϕ, we let it check for
formula V ⇒ ϕ, where V ensures that none of the writes to
store buffer is delayed forever. V is defined as follows:
^
GF¬i(g, p).
g∈G,p∈P

The memory model we describe is an underapproximation of TSO memory model. In Figure 3
we give a piece of a parallel program with two processes
P and Q, both accessing a global variable x and local
variables r and s, to demonstrate a situation that is not
covered in the introduced TSO approximation. Suppose
that both writes to variable x are performed concurrently.
While on TSO memory model compliant architecture the
state where r = 1 ∧ s = 2 is reachable, it is unreachable

in our under-approximated TSO because the double writes
to variable y forces all pending writes to complete before
copying x to local variable r or s. We could improve our
approximation of the TSO memory model by extending
the buffers to keep two delayed writes to a single memory
location for each process. Then, it would require to perform
three consecutive writes to variable y to introduce a run
that is not covered by the approximated TSO memory
model. Note that this can be generalised for any number of
buffered writes.

x
y
y
r

P
←
←
←
←

1
0
0
x

x
y
y
s

Q
←
←
←
←

2
0
0
x

Figure 3. A piece of a parallel program with two processes P and Q. The
state where r = 2 ∧ s = 1 is reachable on TSO memory model, but is
unreachable under the under-approximated TSO memory model.

IV. AUTOMATED S YNTHESIS OF ATOMIC W RITES
As mentioned above, DVE modelling language is a highlevel modelling language that lacks syntactic and semantic
constructs to express hardware-specific commands such as
memory fence instruction or atomic memory writes. However, these are the necessary concepts that a user of the
model checker must be able to express should we expect
of her to verify parallel programs under relaxed memory
model behaviour. Since the store buffer semantics is not part
of the modelling language, any extension of the languages
in the direction of low-level hardware instruction makes no
sense. We solved the problem by introducing a parameter to
the transformation of DVE model into a DVE model with
relaxed memory model behaviour. The parameter is a list
of memory writes in the original DVE model that bypass
the temporary store buffer variable and directly modify the

int
int
int
int

x; int y;
sb_x_A = 0, sb_x_B = 0, sb_y_A = 0, sb_y_B = 0;
i_x_A = 0, i_x_B = 0, i_y_A = 0, i_y_B = 0;
queueA[3], queueB[3], tailA, tailB, headA, headB;

process A {
state q0, q1, q2; init q0;
trans
q0 -> q1 { guard not i_x_A;
effect sb_x_A = 1, i_x_A = 1,
queueA[tailA] = 0, tailA = (tailA+1)%3; },
q1 -> q2 { guard not i_y_A;
effect sb_y_A = 1, i_y_A = 1,
queueA[tailA] = 1, tailA = (tailA+1)%3; };
}
process B {
state q0, q1; init q0;
trans
q0 -> q1 { guard not i_x_B && x && not i_y_B;
effect sb_y_B = 2*y, i_y_B = 1,
queueB[tailB] = 1, tailB = (tailB+1)%3; },
q0 -> q1 { guard i_x_B && sb_x_B && not i_y_B;
effect sb_y_B = 2*y, i_y_B = 1,
queueB[tailB] = 1, tailB = (tailB+1)%3; };
}
process MM {
state q0; init q0;
trans
q0 -> q0 { guard i_x_A == 1 && queueA[headA]==0 && headA !=
effect x = sb_x_A, i_x_A = 0, sb_x_A = 0,
queueA[headA]=0, headA = (headA+1)%3; },
q0 -> q0 { guard i_x_B == 1 && queueB[headB]==0 && headB !=
effect x = sb_x_B, i_x_B = 0, sb_x_B = 0,
queueB[headB]=0, headB = (headB+1)%3; },
q0 -> q0 { guard i_y_A == 1 && queueA[headA]==1 && headA !=
effect y = sb_y_A, i_y_A = 0, sb_y_A = 0,
queueA[headA]=0, headA = (headA+1)%3; },
q0 -> q0 { guard i_y_B == 1 && queueB[headB]==1 && headB !=
effect y = sb_y_B, i_y_B = 0, sb_y_B = 0,
queueB[headB]=0, headB = (headB+1)%3; };
}
system async;

tailA;

tailB;

tailA;

tailB;

Figure 4. The D IVIN E modelling language description of the program from Figure 1 instrumented with the approximated TSO memory model mechanism.
We omit two transitions of process B with unsatisfiable guard (i_y_B and not i_y_B) for brevity.

contents of the main memory. See modification rule number
3 from the previous Section.
The overall workflow for automated synthesis of atomic
writes is depicted in Figure 5. We start with a source.dve
file that is supposed to contain a DVE model that is valid
under Sequential Consistency memory model. The original
model is transformed into a model with store buffers taking
into account a list of write operations that should remain
atomic (atomic.txt file). DiVinE model checker is called
to verify the transformed DVE model (sourceSB.dve)
against the given LTL specification. Either the DVE model
is correct under the relaxed memory model behaviour, in
which case the whole procedure terminates, or it exhibits
invalid execution that is witnessed with a counterexample
run as provided by the model checker. If so, we analyse the
counterexample automatically to extend the list of memory
writes of the original DVE model that must be made atomic.
Note that it may take multiple iterations of the model
checking loop before we synthesise a list of atomic writes
that guarantee satisfaction of the verified LTL formula.
The memory writes to be performed atomically are listed
in a separate file. This allows to maintain different atomicwrite configurations associated with a single DVE model.
It is therefore possible to synthesise different atomic-write
configurations for different LTL formulae. The atomic writes
are identified by pairs containing the name of the variable
to be written atomically and the identifier of the transition
that performs the update. Note that we use a syntactic
shortcut (∗, t) to mark as atomic all variable updates made
by transition t. Also note that with this type of identification
of atomic writes we may differentiate between two writes
to the same variable made from different transitions (lines
of code).
At the moment we have no direct way to specify where
to put a memory barrier, but this is rather a technical
restriction as our way of mimicking the relaxed memory
model behaviour can easily simulate memory barrier by
requiring all validity indicators to be set to false. Also there
is no direct way to explicitly express that a read operation
should happen directly from the main memory. However,
we can force this type of behaviour of a read instruction
indirectly. A value is read from the main memory whenever
the corresponding temporary local buffer is empty, which
can be achieved if all the immediate preceding writes to the
read variable are systematically made atomic.
Since we assume that the original DVE model was valid
with respect to the verified LTL formula under the sequential
consistency model, any counterexample generated for the
modified DVE model must be an exposure of the relaxed
memory model behaviour. We employ automatic procedure
to detect the so called hazard intervals and inconsistent
access in the counterexample run to derive an automatic
update to the list of atomic writes.
t0
t1
A counterexample run π = s0 −→
s1 −→
s2 . . . of the

source.dve

atomic.txt

+relaxed memory model

Repair
sourceSB.dve

LTL property

D IVIN E
Not satisfied
Satisfied
Counterexample

Model is correct
Figure 5.

General workflow.

modified model M with respect to the LTL property ϕ is
a lasso-shaped sequence of states and transitions. A hazard
interval of the counterexample π denoted as [k, k + l]X is a
tk+1
tk+l−1
tk
finite sub-sequence sk −→
sk+1 −−−→ . . . −−−−→ sk+l
of π such that transition tk of a process p writes nonatomically a value to the global variable X, and tk+l−1
is the first action of the memory-model process among
transitions tk+1 , ..., tk+l−1 that writes the value of X from
the store buffer variable sb(p, X) to the main memory. An
inconsistent access to the hazard interval [k, k + l]X of
counterexample π is a transition tm , k < m < k + l, that
reads from or writes to the global variable X and is not part
of the same process as transitions tk .
Hazard intervals precisely describe parts of the counterexample run where a value write is delayed in the
temporary store buffer variable, hence invisible for the other
processes. However, a hazard interval cannot be the reason
for a relaxed-memory-related bug if this hazard remains
“hidden”, i.e. no other process manipulates (reads from or
writes to) the variable within the interval. Therefore, we
only search for hazard intervals for which there exists at
least one inconsistent access. We consider those intervals as
candidates for synthesis of an atomic-write instruction. We
choose one such an interval [k, k+l]X and derive an atomicwrite instruction (X, tk ) to be inserted into atomic.txt. After
that we restart the procedure.
The choice of the inconsistent access to be mended
can be crucial with respect to the efficiency (number of
iterations and number of atomic-write instructions inferred)
of the whole synthesis procedure. For now we use a simple
heuristics that prescribes to fix the hazard interval with the

largest number of inconsistent accesses. More elaborated
strategy could be used, see e.g. [22].
V. E XPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
In Figure 6 a DVE model of a simple parallel program
is presented. We show an example of the iterative algorithm
execution for this model and an LTL formula. We begin with
empty atomic.txt file. Suppose we want this DVE model to
be correct under the relaxed memory model against the LTL
formula F(x = 2 ∧ y > 0). Note that marking only one
(arbitrary) write as atomic is not sufficient for fixing the
bug in the code – both writes to the variable x must be
performed atomically. In other words, at least two iterations
of the algorithm are necessary.
In the first iteration, assume that D IVIN E outputs a
counterexample where firstly both transitions of the process
A are executed (i.e. A moves to the state a2 and then to a3),
then both transitions of the process B, and finally memorymodel process updates all pending values in the store buffers
in an arbitrary order consistent with the TSO ordering on
writes. Clearly, this run violates the given formula. There
are two inconsistent accesses in this counterexample, namely
both actions of the process B wrote to the global variables
x or y in the situation when a value for each variable had
been delayed in corresponding store buffer of the process
A. As a next step the algorithm chooses one of these two
inconsistent accesses for repair. Because none of the relevant
hazard intervals was hit by higher number of inconsistent
accesses, it is selected at random. Suppose the write to the
variable x is chosen, and consequently the pair (x, t), where
t denotes the first transition of the process A, is added to
atomic.txt, that is the last step of the first iteration.
In the second iteration, the model is still not correct
with respect to the given formula and a counterexample is
obtained. Remember, now the write to the variable x in the
process A is made directly to the global variable (due to
the changed atomic.txt), therefore, in the counterexample
the process A must write to x after process B has done the
same, but prior to the final update from sb(x, B) to x. From
this we can conclude that the pair (x, t), where t denotes the
first transition of process B, is one of the possible candidates
for repair. If it is chosen, then the next iteration is the final
one, because marking both writes to the variable x as atomic
is sufficient for satisfying the given formula.
Overall there are three different possible outcomes of
this procedure, differing only by the number of added pairs
containing the variable y. This non-deterministic behaviour
of the algorithm is caused by random choice of inconsistent
access and by the fact that a counterexample may not be
unique.
We have tested our procedure on three different mutual
exclusion algorithms from the BEEM database [23]. In all
these algorithms, two processes communicate via shared
global variables intensively, therefore, addition of relaxed

byte x=0;
byte y=0;
process A {
state a1, a2, a3;
init a1;
trans
a1->a2 { effect x=x+1; },
a2->a3 { effect y=y+1; };
}
process B {
state b1, b2, b3;
init b1;
trans
b1->b2 { effect x=x+1; },
b2->b3 { effect y=y+1; };
}
system async;
Figure 6. Simple DVE model of two processes that manipulate with two
shared variables.
Table I
M ODELS OF MUTUAL EXCLUSION PROTOCOLS AND THE NUMBER OF
WRITES MARKED AS ATOMIC BY THE SYNTHESIS PROCEDURE .
Model
Anderson
Lamport
Peterson

Property
G(wait ⇒ F granted)
G¬collision
G¬collision

Writes
30
27
8

Atomic
24
16
4

memory behaviour changes them significantly. See Table I
for the numbers of atomised writes needed for the synthesis
of a correct model for the given specification.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
We have introduced a procedure that allows to infer
correct placement of memory synchronisation primitives for
parallel programs running under relaxed memory model with
respect to an LTL specification. Our procedure introduces
a new TSO-like memory model that is simulated with a
number of one-sized store buffers. While this memory model
is not as expressible as the standard TSO or PSO memory
models, it is strong enough to capture most relaxed-memorybehaviour errors and can be implemented with some effort
within existing high-level modelling languages, which in
turn allows usage of standard techniques to fight the state
space explosion. The scheme is not optimal in terms of the
number of inferred atomic writes nor in the number of model
checking runs, but on the other hand it enables sensitive
tuning of the placement of atomic writes with respect to the
expected behaviour of the program. This sensitive tuning
allows for better performance compared to any solution that
would reinstate the full sequential consistency.

While the memory model used in our approach is weaker
in terms of expressibility than the standard TSO model
and the PSO model, the precise classification of the difference yet remains to be done. We would also like to
improve methods used to analyse the counterexamples in
order to synthesise minimal number of atomic writes in less
model checking iterations. Our long-term goal is, however,
to tightly integrate the option of relaxed memory model
verification into D IVIN E model checker, which will require
some extensions to the modelling language. We also intend
to explore the possibility of application of the scheme to the
problem of verification of unmodified C and C++ programs
via low-level virtual machine byte-code [24].
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